
WALKING THE DOG CAN BE GREAT
EXERCISE FOR SENIORS, BUT

THERE COULD BE ONE DOWNSIDE:
BONE FRACTURES.

Fractures suffered by elderly Americans

while walking their dogs have more than

doubled in recent years, new research shows.

Still, taking your dog for a walk can also bring

big health rewards, one joint specialist said.

"Pets can provide companionship for older

adults, and the physical exercise from

regularly walking a dog may improve other

aspects of physical and psychological health,"

said Dr. Matthew Hepinstall.

"So, the risks of walking a dog should be

balanced against potential benefits," said

Hepinstall, who helps direct joint surgery at

Lenox Hill Hospital in New York City.

The new research was led by Kevin Pirruccio,

a second-year medical student at the

University of Pennsylvania. His team tracked

national data and found that among people

aged 65 and older, fractures associated with

walking leashed dogs rose from about 1,700

cases in 2004 to almost 4,400 cases in 2017 --

a 163 percent rise.

More than three-quarters of the fractures

occurred in women, with hip and arm

fractures being the most common. About half

of all fractures occurred in the upper body,

with fractures of the wrist, upper arm, finger

and shoulder leading the way.

The most common type of fracture was a

broken hip (17 percent). That's cause for

concern, Pirruccio's team said, because the

death rate linked to hip fractures in people

older than 65 is close to 30 percent.

The researchers added that the study only

involved data on fractures treated at

emergency departments. The actual number

of dog walking-related injuries among

seniors might even be higher if injuries not

typically seen in a hospital -- for example,

tendon or muscle tears -- were factored in.
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DESCRIPTION

This high-density dog lead with handle is made of strong 0.5 inch diameter rock climbing
rope, with a high tensile strength for safety. And it's lightweight and comfortable, this dog
leads strong is ideal for small, medium and large dogs.
This dog leash strong has two handles, made of high-quality foam, soft and non-slip, which
prevents your hands from being hurt by the dog's sudden pull. The design of the double
handle is beneficial to control the length of the dog lead, improving the dog walking
experience, and effectively preventing the behaviour of the dog from suddenly run.
This dog leash with soft handle has reflective threads that improve safety and visibility
when walking in low light or at night.
This dog leash has a rust-proof and sturdy metal hook that withstands the large impact of
the moment, and it does not slip or loosen easily causing the dog to get out of the rope. This
metal hook is not fixed ,the design of 360 degree swivel can provide safe free walking for
your dogs, without winding.
This climbing rope dog lead is ideal for walking, running or training. The length of the 5.9FT
not only guarantees the relative freedom for your pet, but also keeps the pet under your
control.
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DESCRIPTION

Small Leash is Suitable for Dogs Under 16kg; Medium For Dogs Under 25kg; Large For Dogs
Under 50kg
5M Long Tape Leash With Easy-Adjust Retraction; Tangle Free 360 Degree Tape Movement
Quick Lock And Unlock Feature - Easy Roll-On and Roll-Off With Your Thumb
Super Comfortable Grip For Those Long Walks! Ergonomic Anti-Slip Handle
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DESCRIPTION

COMFORT GRIP: Easy to grip padded handle is comfortable on your hand and makes for
enjoyable walks
DURABLE: With the heavy duty spinning snap, this durable dog leash is designed to last
long. Nylon fabric with high density webbing to add durability
REFLECTIVE STITCHING: When walking your dog at night, visibility is key to the safety of you
and your dog
IDEAL LENGTH: The 4ft length provides just enough room to roam while discouraging
pulling, tangling, or choking
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ISSUE/CHALLENGE:

Why are elderly people becoming injured when walking their
dogs?

Because they are falling

Why are they falling?



Understanding and
empathising

Brainstorm Area Our most significant findings

Note your findings here

Note your significant findings here



HOW MIGHT
WE...?

How Might We questions turn challenges into
opportunities for design. This type of question

suggests that a solution is possible.

How might we.....

How might we....

How might we...

How might we...
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